
 

AUTOMATIC GATES MECHANICAL OR HYDRAULIC? 

 

‘Which is the better product, mechanical or hydraulic?’  Our reply is always the same. 

Each type has advantages as well as disadvantages and over 30 years in the automation 

industry we have found many people who claim one sort is better than the other. 

 

  
 

What do you think is best? The facts are clear to us; it depends on a number of things, 

two of which being; what & how the gate is automated and in what location/environment. 

 

The size and type of gate, its fixings, furniture and support is critical to the life 

expectancy of every system. The level of use and external forces it will have to endure 

will also have a major bearing on its performance and life span. 

 

  
 

The location and landscaping of the system as well as any changes to either, the way the 

system is used or changing conditions it has to cope with, all make a difference to the 

type of operator used and its durability with performance. 

 

An important focus should be that of whether the operator can be reversed or if it locks in 

either one or both direction. 

 

What do you mean? People can assume locking operators are the better product because 

they appear more secure and often less costly. Most mechanical operators are non-



revisable products and as so have this appeal. They are often a less costly option and the 

need of supplementary locking not so required, thereby saving cost on installation. 

 

  
 

Two main problems with this method is that any force put onto the gate is held back by 

the operator its self and may break under undue load. The larger the gate or the more it is 

used the greater the chance of excessive force damaging the operator. The other real 

problem is that of entrapment! If something or someone is trapped by this type of product 

the motor has to be reversed or released to free the victim. Releasing someone trapped 

can cause additional injury much like the operation of a nut cracker releasing, as the 

ratchet may require additional load before it would release. 

 

   
 

What is the alternative? Non-locking hydraulic or reversible mechanical units with 

supplementary locking are safer and far more durable offering a longer lasting service. 

 

What type is better value for money? Overall and with 11,500 systems currently on our 

database we can quite clearly say, hydraulic operators fitted correctly, last much longer 

than mechanical units on a like-for-like swing gate installation and quality mechanical on 

most sliding gates. Some statistics are showing 250,000 expected operations for 

mechanical and 2,000,000 plus with hydraulic on similar gates. 

 

Everyday people relay upon operator service with durability in extreme conditions! 
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